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TS220  Chain wax
TUNAP Sports

TUNAP SPORTS chain wax creeps into the chain, places a protective film over it, lubricates the chain 
and protects against wear. Dirt cannot stick and the chain remains clean. Spray-on application makes 
the chain wax very easy to apply. 

TUNAP SPORTS quality promise:
 ✔ No allergenic fragrances.
 ✔ No n-hexane or aromatics.
 ✔ Without damaging solvents.
 ✔ As environmentally friendly as possible.
 ✔ As safe for humans as possible.
 ✔ No microplastics.

Properties
 ✔ Dry lubricant containing a high proportion of PTFE.
 ✔ Long-term protection of all components in the drivetrain system.
 ✔ Dirt and water-repellent protective film.
 ✔ No oily residue.
 ✔ Easy spray-on application.
 ✔ Very economical.
 ✔ E-bike ready.

Application area
 ✔ The chain wax is designed for lubricating the chain, the cassette and/or the rear 

derailleur.
 ✔ After repairing, maintaining or cleaning the bicycle

Instructions
1. Thoroughly clean the chain using TUNAP SPORTS drive cleaner to remove any old residual oil 
and dry with a cloth.
2. Shake the can with chain wax firmly (10–15 s) and point the spray head at the chain.
3. When spraying, rotate the pedals backwards until the entire chain has been covered.
4. Repeat this action to cover the entire chain with a sufficient amount of chain wax.
5. Allow the wax to take effect for approx. 30 seconds. 6. Finally, wipe the chain with a cloth.

Notice
 ✔ Professional tip: For optimal long-term chain maintenance: First, lubricate the chain using 

TUNAP SPORTS e-bike chain oil/chain oil, then use chain wax as a seal.

Product Description Contents Article Number Packaging Unit
Chain wax 125 ml 1103010 12 PCS

Additional accessory Article Number Packaging Unit
0 1401016 400 PCS
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